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Boston, don't get too comfortable up there at the top. Orlando, don't think you are guaranteed a
trip back to the Finals because you've retooled your roster. Cleveland, don't think LeBron is
going to carry you to glory.

Because the Atlanta Hawks are good. Really good. They aren't shaken by your history, and they
aren't stirred by your presence. These guys are good, they know it, and they play like it every
night. Beware Big Three.

Why should you heavyweights be concerned? Because the Hawks are one of the franchises in the
NBA who over the last few years have done the "steady climb" – winning more games in each of
the last five years. They have added young pieces through the draft, while carefully adding a
veteran or two to the formula – from Joe Johnson, to Mike Bibby, to Jamal Crawford. They've
taken another step each season – from doormat to decency, decency to upstart, upstart to
pretender, pretender to playoff contender.

But, it's what they didn't do which may be the most important piece of the puzzle – they didn't
fire their coach. Mike Woodson has been at the helm since the beginning of the journey, guiding
his team to more wins and one more step to contention each year. It is a lesson for the rest of
the league, and for professional franchises in other sports. Are you listening, Daniel Snyder?

Statistically, the Hawks are tied at the top of the NBA in offensive efficiency. That's right - it's the
Phoenix Suns and the Atlanta Hawks. When was the last time those two teams were mentioned
in the same sentence? The Hawks also turn the ball over the least of any team in the NBA. What
does that mean?

It means they can now score with anybody, and they can now score with more efficiency on the
key possessions at the end of games, something they struggled to do at critical stages of games
in last year's playoffs.

The Hawks are in the middle of the pack defensively, but they out-rebound their opponents
nearly every night – with good rebounders at every position. They are big, athletic, and
physical. And they will beat you up around the rim. Beware Big Three.

Two years ago, when we all thought the Hawks would be swept out of the playoffs by Boston,
they took the world champions to seven games in a tough, bruising series. Last year, they took
the next step in winning their playoff series with Miami before losing to Cleveland.

And, let's not forget that Al Horford wasn't 100 percent in last year's playoffs, and Marvin
Williams was injured and barely played.

This season, they have added another talented rookie in Jeff Teague, another veteran in Jamal
Crawford to give them scoring punch, and every one of their key players is playing well.

So here they are this year, sitting right there with the
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mighty triumvirate of Boston, Orlando and Cleveland at the
top of the Eastern Conference standings.

But in spite of their record, their statistics and their
achievements, you just get a sense in watching the Hawks
that not only are they good, but they know they are good.
They don't have the loud, chest pounding "we ain't scared
of nobody" bravado that young pretenders have.

That's what the Grizzlies have. Memphis came into Atlanta
last night wanting to make a statement, that they were a
team on the rise. The Hawks barely broke a sweat.

The Atlanta Hawks now have that calm, cool confidence
that comes from that steady climb, from taking champions
to the brink, learning the lessons, gaining the experience,
and coming back the next year better, stronger, and more
confident for it.

It's the quiet confidence that speaks to maturity and experience. And when a young, talented
team like the Hawks acquires that trait, then you better beware. 
 
So Boston, Orlando, Cleveland, it's time to pull another chair up to your table; "The Big Three"
has slowly and steadily become "The Big Four."
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Also On HOOPSWORLD Today:

The Phoenix Suns are arguably the biggest surprise team in the Western Conference.
HOOPSWORLD's Travis Heath wonders are the Suns a legit contender or just a regular season
mirage?

Defamed NBA Ref Tim Donaghy has a new tell-all book hitting bookstores and HOOPSWORLD's
Alex Kennedy sat down with Donaghy on a wide range of topics including how the NBA is all
about entertainment.

Mo Ager, the former Michigan State Spartan playing in Spain, has his latest blog post about life
playing for Cajasol.

HOOPSWORLD told Life As A Rookie stories for Boston's Lester Hudson, New Orleans' Marcus
Thornton, and Sacramento's Omri Casspi. Also, check ou Joel Brigham's weekly Rookie Watch.
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posted By Tommy, 17 December 2009 12:44:14 PM

Just like the Orlando Magic slow  and steady over that past 3 years or so ...they look pretty good.
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